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Foreword
As a child, my oldest sister Molly was told, "Curiosity killed the cat," and she
immediately asked, "Whose cat?" This was one of the many family anecdotes
I heard while growing up. At first, however, I did not understand what
curiosity meant. I was about six years old when I finally learned, and Molly
was involved in the lesson. I had accompanied her to the edge of a field
behind our house where wild cherries could be found growing on trees that
were only a little thicker than saplings. Molly climbed one of these, broke
small branches off, and threw them down to me. As I ran back and forth to
gather the branches to place them all in one pile, I caught sight of an object
hanging from the branch of a nearby tree. It was shaped somewhat like a
football but was flattened at both ends and appeared to be made of rough gray
tissue paper. I approached the object, started patting it, and shouted, "Molly,
what's this?" I never did understand how she got out of that tree so quickly,
but with rapidly swelling eyes, I saw her tearing toward the house at top speed
and heard her shouting, ''Run!'' The gray object was, of course, a hornet's nest.
As my mother rubbed her gold wedding band over my numerous stings to
quell the pain, she said something about "curiosity," leaving no doubt in my
mind as to what that word meant.
Born twelve years before me, Molly took care of me during my childhood at
least as often as my motherso much so that I called her "Mama." She was
central to my young years. Yet, reading this account of her life, I realize how
little I really knew
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her as a woman. By the time I had matured enough to get to know her to any
depth, she had become only an occasional visitor for short periods of time.
And when she later resettled on our island reservation, I had moved to another
corner of the world, following my own curiosities. I did not come back to the
island to stay until after her death. On top of this, traditional Penobscot childrearing patterns discouraged talking about oneself, especially talking in a way
that gave any hint of boasting. I cannot recall any instance when my sister
spoke to me about herself in terms of her career or her dreams, how she felt
about life in general or about her life in particular.
Yet, she taught me much. It was mostly from her example and informal
teachings that, in my early years, I learned to paddle a canoe properly; to
know where to look for wild strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, and
blackberries; and to enjoy time spent in the woods, where one could find the
sweet-smelling Mayflowers, Indian pipes, lady slippers, hear the songs of the
sparrows, warblers, and mourning doves and catch an occasional glimpse of
small wild creatures. She aroused my interest in numerous and diverse
matters, including the story of Atlantiswhich, more than a half century later, I
still pursue when new evidence of its existence surfaces. Watching her
intellectual quests, I became aware of my own academic capabilities.
Her life spoke to me in other ways that are inexplicable. I once saw her dance
in a local nightclub. Words fail me when I try to explain my reaction. I only
know that as I watched her, my heart pounded, tears streamed down my face,
and my body trembled uncontrollably. Here, in this book, I read in an excerpt
from her diary that she wanted her dancing to be "passionate," and I can
affirm that for me it was just that.
I rejoiced when I read of the relationship Molly had with Johnny, the
Frenchman she married. What a beautiful and uncommon union it wasa
many-splendored and multileveled compatibility that, I'm convinced, most of
us women hope for, but rarely find.
I mourned Molly's death more and longer than even that of our mother. I find
no words adequate enough to express my
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gratitude to the author who, through diligent and extensive research, has made
available to me the story of an extraordinary woman who happened to be my
sister.
EUNICE NELSON-BAUMAN
INDIAN ISLAND, OLD TOWN, MAINE
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Preface
It was 1988. I was leaving Maine for yet another trip to Africathis time to
East Africa to research several magazine and newspaper articles. "Why are
you always going so far away when there is so much to write about here?" my
husband asked. Then he mentioned, as he had several times before, the life of
Molly Spotted Elk. When I returned six weeks later, he handed me an article
about Molly, which had appeared in a local newspaper during my absence. A
close-up photograph of her caughtand heldmy attention. Her elegant, finefeatured face was warm, inviting. Then I was drawn to the dark eyes. To my
surprise, they were wary, impenetrable. This ambiguous image haunted me
for days, ultimately convincing me that my husband was right.
Where to start? Seven years of work on a native rights case with the
Aroostook Band of Micmacs in northern Maine had brought me into contact
not only with Micmacs, but with members of the state's three other tribes: the
Penobscot, Passamaquoddy, and Maliseet. Molly had been dead for a decade,
but I had met her youngest sister, Dr. Eunice Nelson-Bauman, who lives on
the Penobscot reservation on Indian Island. I phoned Eunice and talked with
her about the possibility of writing an article and perhaps a book about Molly.
Soon thereafter, Eunice spent a long weekend at our home in Hallowell. For
me time stopped as I sat on our deck overlooking the Kennebec River,
listening to her reminisce about her sister. Molly had performed in vaudeville
as a teenager, studied journalism and anthropology at the University of
Pennsylvania,
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danced topless in New York, starred in a classic docu-drama chronicling
traditional Ojibway Indian life, danced for royalty in Europe, hobnobbed with
well-known American literati in Paris, lectured at the Sorbonne, married a
French journalist, and barely escaped the Nazi occupation of France by hiking
over the Pyrenees with her young daughter. Molly's life, marked by tradition
mixed with independence, professional determination, and artistic and
intellectual cosmopolitanism, defied the stereotype of a woman born in the
early years of this centuryparticularly of an American Indian woman. By the
time Eunice left, I knew I wanted to find out more about her sister and share
my discoveries in a book.
Eunice suggested I contact Molly's daughter, Jean Archambaud Moore, who
had in her keeping Molly's diaries, photographs, letters, and other
memorabilia. I phoned Jean, who, at the time, lived in Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, and told her of my desire to write about her mother. My desire
grew as I listened to this keen-witted woman talk about her mother in a deep,
earthy voice. Her recollections were vivid and brilliantly told. She had been
approached by others interested in writing Molly's life story, so I offerred to
send her samples of my work to help her decide if she felt I was the right one
for the task.
A dozen days later, Jean telephoned to invite me to Tennessee. We worked
together intensely for a week, from early morning until deep into the night,
recording her recollections of Molly and sorting through boxes of
memorabilia. Jean, indefatigable, sat hour after hour, day after day, on a
wooden chair at her desk. As afternoons gave way to evenings, she would
lean more heavily on her bureau, propping herself up with her elbows. That
desk held the tools of her fortune-telling trade, including a crystal ball and
cards. On our last evening together, I learned that she practiced her trade
personally as well as professionally:
"Would you like to know why I chose you to tell my mother's story? she
asked.
"Indeed, I would."
"You see this painting?" she queried, pointing above her
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desk to a picture of the Indian saint Kateri Tekawithaone of several paintings
of this saint for which her mother had posed.
"Yes, I've been looking at it all week."
"Well, two weeks before you first phoned me, I noticed it was crooked and
straightened it out. The next day, I found it had shifted again and once more
leveled it. This happened again and again. When I straightened it on the day
you telephoned, I asked out loud, 'Mother, what are you trying to tell me?!'
After your call, the painting remained evenly hung. Apparently, my mother
felt comfortable about entrusting you with her story."
Jean's level of trust proved to be as extraordinary as this message from her
deceased mother. When I left after our first visit, I carried with me a box of
precious goodsMolly's diaries. Since then I have been entrusted with
hundreds of family photographs and personal letters, not to mention Jean's
utterly candid recollections.
Molly was extremely private, even in her diaries. This is evident not only in
the content of the diaries, but also in the fact that her writing was so miniscule
that I had to make enlarged photocopies of the pages in order to decipher
them. Typically, Molly chronicled her daily doings. She also provided social
commentary on a range of topics, from politics and racism to the emptiness of
high society life. She had an anthropologist's eye and in her travels frequently
recorded culturally based values, habits, and tastes that differed from her own.
During her first months in France she devoted a half-dozen pages to
descriptions of French cheeses and eating habits. While self-reflection, soulsearching, and personal struggle are expressed in her diaries, Molly usually
used journal writing as a means of wrestling out of, rather than plunging into,
the sorrows that plagued her. Her determination to be cheerful and to carry on
in the face of great difficulty inspired me. But at times it left me confused
about her true feelings. When I interviewed dancer Lisan Kay, one of Molly's
old friends from both New York and Paris, she told me that Molly was always
upbeat and never depressed. Molly fooled herand she
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almost fooled me. Only after reading all (and transcribing much) of her
surviving journals did I learn how to read between the lines. There I
discovered the ambiguity that haunted Molly through much of her
lifeambiguity toward and from dominant white society concerning her place
in it.
Despite the frequent masking of emotions in Molly's diaries, I found them
fully reliable in terms of facts. If she noted that an article appeared about her
in a magazine or newspaper, I was able to track it down. If she mentioned
giving a particular performance, I could find evidence of it in reviews and
promotional material. The friendships, love relationships, and work
associations referred to in her daybooks were repeatedly verified through
interviews with those who knew her. In short, Molly's diaries withstood an
intensive veracity test when held against oral histories and personal
correspondance, as well as written and photographic records unearthed in
national, local, and university archives and libraries in France and the United
States.
But the diaries by no means told the full story of Molly's life. Hunting down
and fitting together the missing fragments challenged me considerablyand
getting to Molly's soul seemed nearly impossible. For me, she was the
quintessential "other." We hailed from dramatically different times and
societal niches, and our personalities were strikingly different. The choices
she made rarely matched my own. I remember vividly the first time I saw a
pair of her size five dance moccasins. Glancing from them to my own size
nine and one-half feet I thought, "I'll never be able to step into her shoes and
tell her story." Nonetheless, taking my cue from her undaunted spirit, I
continued my journey to the far-off land of her life. One by one, I shed the
assumptions that hindered my travel. I strolled the paths and sidewalks
frequented by her on Indian Island and in New York and Paris. I pored over
her diaries. I devoured the impassioned love letters she received from Jean
Archambaud. I stood at the foot of the stairs where she died. Finally, as I
wrote my way toward the end of Molly's life and the final chapter in this
book, our souls touched. The meeting, a holy happening in the
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mind's eye, occurred during a walk through the Flint Hills of eastern Kansas
where I live. There, I swear, Molly gave me the conclusion to this book. Or,
perhaps, the conclusion gave me Molly.
BUNNY MCBRIDE
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